GREEN PEAK INNOVATIONS WARNS PATIENTS TO “KNOW WHAT YOU
SMOKE”
Green Peak Innovations tells patients their health may be at risk after
state announcement
LANSING, MI —January 16, 2019—Following today’s policy change to allow unlicensed,
untested product to be sold in Michigan, Lansing-based Green Peak Innovations (GPI) warns
patients their health might be in jeopardy.
After a year of implementing a new program designed to ensure safe, clean medical marijuana
for patients, the Department of Licensing and Regulatory Affairs (LARA) today reversed course
and announced that unlicensed, untested product could be sold to patients.
“When we started this company it was our goal to raise the standard for all 300,000 Michigan
medical marijuana patients,” added Radway. “We invested millions of dollars to build a stateof-the-art facility and employ experienced caregivers that would produce quality product in a
clean, contaminant-free environment. Everyone deserves to know what they put in their
bodies, especially patients seeking relief.”
The LARA announcement follows a series of product recalls by the Bureau of Marijuana
Regulation at several provisioning centers across the state impacting patients. Patients that
used these products prior to the recall could have ingested salmonella, E. coli, mold and
residual chemicals, according to the notices. Green Peak Innovations warns patients to use
caution when purchasing product until all Michigan product is tested at a licensed laboratory.
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“It’s a difficult time for patients right now,” said Joe Neller, Green Peak Innovations EVP of
Government Affairs and Business Development. “Patients need access but they also need to
understand the products they have used in the past could actually be doing more harm than
good. We are calling on Governor Whitmer, the legislature and LARA to reconsider this
decision in the best interest of all patients across Michigan.”
Green Peak Innovations encourages patients to use licensed provisioning centers to purchase
product that has been cleared by a licensed laboratory to ensure they are not exposed to any
harmful contaminants or residual chemicals.
In July, Green Peak Innovations received pre-qualification by the LARA Bureau of Medical
Marijuana Regulation for a full vertical suite of medical marijuana licenses including 12 class C
cultivation licenses, one processor license and 19 provisioning center licenses. GPI was
awarded two class C cultivation licenses in October at their Lansing facility and ten class C
cultivation licenses in December at their Harvest Park facility. They anticipate launching their
processor license in February and the first of their Skymint provisioning centers in March.
ABOUT GREEN PEAK INNOVATIONS
Green Peak Innovations uses nature, science and agricultural best practices to raise cannabis
industry standards. We’re building state-of-the-art facilities and using advanced technology to
cultivate high-quality medicine that is safe for our patients, our communities and our state.
Green Peak Innovations Global Headquarters is located in Windsor Township, Michigan, and is
led by CEO Jeff Radway. For more information, visit greenpeakinnovations.com.
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